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Overview 

Which conditions and tools are necessary to favorise 
debates? Is it possible?  

1. I want to present a framework for high organisational 
performance as the basis for identifying design 
principles for an efficient dialogue. 

2. To show that these insights can be applied I will refer 
to one of the biggest investments of the European 
Climate Foundation, the Agora Energiewende in 
Germany. 

3. I will end by pointing at some specific obstacles in the 
context of climate science, which we need to address 
aggressively. 
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1. A Framework for Organisational Performance 



Design principles for an efficient dialogue 

• Trust across stakeholders cannot be taken for granted. It needs to be earned. New formats for 
interaction that build up trust in steps need to be designed. 
➜ Not the typical conference format with little actual interaction and usually differing 

participants. 
➜ Rather rituals where a group of stakeholders meets regularly. 
➜ Need for good preparation and follow-up to overcome the cynic expectations on talk shops. 

 
• Excitement is key in finding the right groups of participants. 

➜ Excitement usually linked to relevance, timeliness, impact potential 
➜ Challenge for science, as investment decisions often are made based on 80/20 rule, not the 

absolute truth and scientific process follows its own rhythms 
➜ Challenge for governments, as many mechanisms for resolving disputes between 

stakeholders are very slow. Example: European Tender Rules for commissioning research. 
Even if a group of stakeholders can identify where they agree and where more studies are 
needed to resolve disagreements – assuming they want to or have to agree on a pathway -, 
the typical process of instituting a commission or tendering a study usually takes at least 18-
24 months to produce results. 
 

• It is important to recognize that the trust and excitement thresholds usually can only be crossed in 
a sequence of iterative steps. 
➜ When there is lack of trust, it is often useful to invest in ideas and concepts first as the basis 

on which to build trust. 
➜ Similarly, a lack of excitement often calls for investment in the quality of interaction of the 

right group of participants first. 
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2. ECF/Mercator Foundation Addressing Convergence 
and Coherence Challenge with Agora Energiewende 

2 goals: 

• Prepare ground to ensure that 
policymakers take decisions 
needed to set the course 
toward full decarbonisation  

• Enhance understanding of the 
Energiewende and help 
stakeholders views to 
converge, thereby minimising 
space for vested interests 



The Council of the Agora 

Leader:  

Rainer Baake 

28 Members 
Martin Iffert 

CEO  

Trimet Aluminium 

Stefan Kapferer 

State Secretary  

Ministry of Economics 

Mechthild Wörsdörfer  

Head of Unit 

EC DG Energy 

Jochen Hohmann 

President  

Bundesnetzagentur 

Vera Brenzel 

Vice President Electricity  

E.ON 

Lucia Putrich (CDU) 

Minister for Environ- 

ment Hesse 

Matthias Machnig (SPD) 

Minister for Economy  

Thuringia 

Boris Schucht 

CEO 

50Hertz 

Ottmar Edenhofer 

PIK 

Source: www.agora-energiewende.de 



Key factors of success of the Agora Energiewende  

1. Significant “carrot” on the table for executive 
level stakeholders to engage: 
➜ Getting relevant information on issues of 

disagreement within 18 weeks instead of 18 months 
➜ High-quality expert team to scope studies in response 

to Agora Council discussions 
➜ Free research money (2m € p.a.) which can be 

allocated without tenders 

2. Highly respected leadership (Rainer Baake, 
former deputy minister of environment) 

3. Neutral convening through philanthropy 
(Mercator and ECF) 
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3. Specific obstacles in context of climate science 

Climate science has emerged as a focal ideological battleground and is at the heart of 
highly vested fossil fuel industry interests.  
 
With this come the following complications that must not be ignored: 
• Large investments in misinformation and the creation of doubt 
• Climate science is positioned as just another opinion. Most of us are familiar with 

the five stages of climate denial. 
 
It is critically important for an efficient dialogue between stakeholders as a basis for 
effective transition to a low-carbon economy not to „lose science“.  
• Specifically, climate scientists need to be prepared for this aggressive context and 

must not approach it in a naive way. 
• Misinformation needs to be rebutted real-time. 
• Vested interest funding of misinformation needs to be exposed. 

 
Given the reduced capacity of science journalism today, ECF has set up the 
Carbonbrief.org,  a unit of 6 scientists and journalists in London, to rebut and reframe 
misinformation in the media on a daily basis. 
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Links 

• www.agora-energiewende.de 

• www.europeanclimate.org 

• www.carbonbrief.org 

 

 

• Contact: 
johannes.meier@europeanclimate.org 
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